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SUMMARY:
... I. Examining Chicana/o History, Theater, and Critical Race Theory ... I argue that the counterstory presented in
Chavez Ravine exhibits a critical race theater. ... Below, I analyze what I assert to be a critical race theater account of
the historical events that took place during the removal of almost 3,800 people from three predominately Mexican
American neighborhoods in 1950s Los Angeles. ... I therefore assert that a critical race theater: ... (Statement from a
sign in the home of Lola Fernandez, a former Chavez Ravine resident) ... Manazar informs the audience that he will
"bring out professional actors" to "dramatize these historical events" and drawing on the rasquachi aesthetic of El Teatro
Campesino (ETC), three actors walk on stage with cardboard signs across their chests displaying their character name
"Child," "Campesino," and "Old Man." ... The play presents a history of Los Angeles in the 1950s with (1) a central
focus on race and racism as experienced by Mexican Americans and (2) the intersection of race and class, empathizing
with the perspectives of the displaced residents and the Ruiz family, Maria and her mother in particular. ... Chavez Ravine (6) uses interdisciplinary methods to present a critical race theater that challenges racism and documents a community's struggle for social justice. ...
TEXT:
[*111]
I. Examining Chicana/o History, Theater, and Critical Race Theory n1

It's revisionist history ... It's claiming that we're here. We're part of American history or world history. And it's also
reclaiming the other side, the other point of view ... In Chavez Ravine, we take the point of view of the residents.
They're the heroes, you know. We don't take the point of view of let's say the developer. We already know that issue.
It's been written about. (Herbert Siguenza, 2004) n2
The Taper stage certainly isn't a classroom, but we feel a great responsibility with this piece to get the facts right,
because the collective memory of a community is a precious thing. (Richard Montoya, 2003) n3

In the epigraphs above, members of the three-man, Chicano-Latino theater group Culture Clash, describe their revisionist history approach to playwriting as demonstrated in their 2003 play Chavez Ravine. n4 Culture Clash, comprised of
performance artists Ricardo "Ric" Salinas, Herbert Siguenza, and Richard [*112] Montoya, originated on May 5, 1984.
n5
For over 20 years, Culture Clash's theater has illuminated the perspectives of urban communities often marginalized
by mainstream historical accounts. Their brief remarks above suggest that they seek to "reclaim" community memory as
a valid part of U.S. history. In this essay, I draw on critical race theory ("CRT") and the concept of counterstorytelling
within the critical race tradition to analyze Culture Clash's Chavez Ravine, which recounts the largely ignored experiences and actions of a Mexican American community in 1950s Los Angeles.
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Culture Clash's evolution as playwrights has found them constantly challenging a majoritarian perspective similar
to the counterstories in CRT literature. n6 Rooted in critical academic and community traditions, counterstories give an
account of historical events through the perspectives of socially and racially marginalized communities. n7 Since 1994,
Culture Clash's theatrical approach has exhibited a composite counterstorytelling methodology. In much the same way
academic counterstories are created, Culture Clash begins with empirical data, collecting and transcribing individual
interviews with residents of urban communities in various U.S. cities. Culture Clash adds breadth and depth to these
interviews by examining social science and humanities scholarship, as well as the popular press and judicial records that
relate to these communities. The trio transforms this information into characters and scenes for the stage culminating in
a unique Culture Clash blend of comedy and social commentary. Although Culture Clash asks interviewees general
questions about their experiences as residents in a particular city, issues of race and racism often surface. Culture Clash
validates these voices and recognizes that the experiences of socially and racially marginalized communities merit center stage.
Chavez Ravine exhibits a critical race counterstory. The play recounts the history of three predominately Mexican
American [*113] communities: n8 Bishop, La Loma, and Palo Verde. The City of Los Angeles leveled these communities in the 1950s for a public housing project and ultimately to make way for Dodger Stadium. n9 Culture Clash highlights the resistance of Mexican women who organized against the power brokers of Los Angeles. The sheriff's department later evicted and physically removed these women from their homes live on national television. Noting that the
Battle for Chavez Ravine n10 served as a precursor for the Chicana/o Movement of the 1960s and 1970s, Culture Clash
asserts that the displaced Mexican American families of the Ravine cultivated a legacy of resistance against social injustice and that such "memory cannot be flattened." n11
I argue that the counterstory presented in Chavez Ravine exhibits a critical race theater. I define a critical race theater as performance art that illuminates the lives and histories of marginalized communities while challenging social and
racial injustice. Using satire, cultural symbolism, poetry and comedy, critical race theater places at center stage the experiences of People of Color and their cultural resilience and resistance. Below, I analyze what I assert to be a critical
race theater account of the historical events that took place during the removal of almost 3,800 people from three predominately Mexican American neighborhoods in 1950s Los Angeles. n12 To contextualize this discussion, I [*114] first
introduce critical race theory, majoritarian storytelling, and counterstorytelling.
II. Critical Race Theory

What is it that characterizes the new jurisprudence of people of color? First, is a methodology grounded in the particulars of their social reality and experience. This method is consciously both historical and revisionist, attempting to know
history from the bottom. n13

As described by legal scholar Mari Matsuda, CRT can identify, analyze, and challenge racism as it is experienced, responded to, and accounted for in U.S. history. Originating in schools of law, the critical race movement seeks to account
for the role of race and racism in the U.S. and to challenge the many forms of racism as they intersect with other forms
of subordination such as gender and class. n14 Although CRT scholars focus primarily on the study of law and more recently on examinations of education and social science, critical race scholars consistently look to history to demonstrate
patterns of racism and the legacy of White privilege. Matsuda explains, "the desire to know history from the bottom has
forced these scholars to sources often ignored: journals, poems, oral histories, and stories from their own experiences of
life in a hierarchically arranged world." n15 While a few scholars incorporate popular culture into their critical race analyses of social institutions, n16 to date (and to my knowledge), no publications use CRT as a lens to analyze theater. This
essay will address how Culture Clash performs those histories and experiences of racism and resistance usually omitted
and distorted by mainstream historical accounts.
Matsuda defines CRT as the work of legal Scholars of Color who account "for the role of racism in American law
and that work toward the elimination of racism as part of a larger goal of [*115] eliminating all forms of subordination." n17 As a framework, CRT accounts for the central role of race and racism in U.S. history and seeks to eliminate
racism and all forms of subordination based on gender, class, culture, language, and national origin. n18 Educational sociologist Daniel Solorzano n19 identified the following five tenets that characterize CRT and set it apart from other
frameworks:
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1. The centrality of race/racism and intersectionality of race/racism with other forms of subordination (e.g. gender,
class, language, culture, phenotype, surname, immigration status, sexual orientation);
2. The challenge to dominant ideology;
3. The emphasis on the experiential knowledge of People of Color;
4. The commitment to social justice; and
5. The use of interdisciplinary methods and historicity.
These five CRT themes are not necessarily new, but together they offer a framework grounded in a rich legacy of
critical race scholarship. n20 CRT learns from the strengths and limitations of various theoretical traditions. For example,
in its critique of class-based inequality in the U.S., CRT scholars look to the strengths of Marxism and neo-Marxism,
while also learning from Marxism and Neo-Marxism's insufficient analysis concerning the links between class, race,
and gender. Moreover, Latina/o critical race ("LatCrit") theorists extend critical race discussions to address the layers of
racialized subordination such as language, immigration status, culture, and sexuality that comprise Chicana/o, Latina/o
experiences. n21 CRT and LatCrit theory challenge popular [*116] and academic discourse in the U.S. by naming, theorizing, and mobilizing from the intersections of racism. LatCrit's expansion of the CRT dialogue recognizes that silencing or omitting the multiple experiences of People of Color limits social justice struggles. n22
A. Critical Race Storytelling
In de-centering whiteness, critical race scholars such as Richard Delgado identify at least two types of storytelling: majoritarian storytelling and counterstorytelling. n23 Because CRT originated within the field of law, scholars exposed the
racism in "race neutral" and "objective" legal storytelling by drawing on the lived experiences of People of Color. Instead of placing Whites at the center of the story as usual, CRT challenges the idea of race neutrality and reveals the role
of race and racism in jurisprudence.
In the U.S. entertainment industry, most storytelling occurs from a majoritarian, White perspective - the perspective
of race, gender, and class privilege. For example, portrayals of Chicanas/os, Latinas/os are often filtered through a
White, male, upper class lens. Chicana/o, Latina/o images in mainstream Hollywood have consistently reflected the
cultural stereotypes and historical distortions created by those with social and racial privilege (e.g. early 1900s films
depicting White actors in brownface, 1960s Westerns highlighting caricatures similar to Frito bandito, 1970s and 1980s
urban gang films, and 1990s Taco Bell Chihuahua). n24 For [*117] contemporary U.S. society, Chicanas/os, Latinas/os
may almost seem non-existent in mainstream media except as criminals, welfare mothers, gardeners, maids, and sexually promiscuous women.
This well-documented pattern of racism in mainstream media means that Chicana/o, Latina/o performers rarely find
the opportunity to portray multidimensional characters, let alone characters that critique structures of inequality in
American society. Recognizing the severe restrictions placed on Chicana/o, Latina/o actors, Culture Clash has survived
and succeeded in theater for over 20 years by writing and producing their own material. When describing the lack of
opportunity for Culture Clash as actors, Richard Montoya acknowledges that even in theater productions, "nothing is
going to happen until Culture Clash writes." n25
B. Majoritarian Storytelling
Within historical scholarship, majoritarian storytelling refers to a method of recounting history from the perspective of
White, male, and class privilege. Similarly, majoritarian stories on stage and screen interpret and present history from a
socially and racially privileged perspective that does not question the status quo. Under this guise of neutrality, majoritarian versions of history tend to silence experiences of subordination and usually omit or minimize voices of resistance.
n26
The resulting portrayals of Chicanas/os, Latinas/os are one-dimensional characters outside of any historical context
and interpreted through culturally and racially distorted lenses.
Like White privilege, majoritarian stories pervade mainstream media, theater, and historical texts, and they seem to
be a natural part of everyday life, or merely the way things are, so to speak. In contrast, Culture Clash's brand of performance presents satire with an overt political purpose. The trio explains:
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Humor has been used throughout the history of theater not merely as a tool to evoke, but to instruct and to politicize ...
Culture Clash has attained a certain comic sensibility by borrowing their formulas to create laughter. Laughter - it is a
key payoff for Culture Clash's style of satire. Entertainment is crucial. But just as important are the hidden messages we
use in [*118] our comedy to teach, to criticize, or to pay homage to. We are social commentators. n27

Culture Clash's theater aims to question the status quo and breakdown stereotypes rather than perpetuate them by constantly challenging the majoritarian perspective and asserting a counterstory.
C. Counterstorytelling
Critical race counterstorytelling in historical scholarship refers to a method of recounting history through the perspectives of socially and racially marginalized communities. n28 Counterstories expose, analyze, and challenge racial privilege evidenced in majoritarian stories while listening to and learning from the voices of People of Color. The CRT literature reveals at least three forms of counterstorytelling in academic scholarship, (1) autobiographical, n29 (2) biographical, n30 and (3) composite. n31
CRT scholars such as Derrick Bell and Richard Delgado have popularized this tradition of storytelling in scholarly
circles with their composite characters Geneva and Rodrigo Crenshaw respectively. n32 Similar to autobiographical and
biographical counterstories, composite counterstories listen to the experiences of People of Color to expose and challenge racism. n33 In critical [*119] race scholarship, composite counterstories integrate: (1) empirical research data
(e.g., interviews, surveys); (2) social science, humanities, legal, and other scholarship; (3) judicial records (court filings,
rulings, oral arguments); (4) authors' professional and personal experiences; and (5) collective history and community
memory. Scholars create composite characters that embody the patterns and themes surfacing in this data, and place
these characters in social, historical, and political settings that speak to the conditions and lived experiences of People of
Color.
In 2003, Culture Clash created a counterstory based on ethnographic research of their adopted hometown, Los Angeles. Drawing directly from oral histories of former Chavez Ravine residents, interviews with city officials, memoirs of
politicians from the time period, newspaper accounts, maps, photos, and scholarship about Los Angeles politics of the
era, Culture Clash recounts this complex history satirically "mixing fact with fiction." n34 Theater scholar Ashley Lucas
comments that this weaving of multiple sources together might cause some audience members "to wonder how much of
this representation of culture, time, and place has been invented or shaped by the writers' dramatic interpretation." n35
However, she continues:

The same questions ought to be asked of more traditional renderings of history as well. Chavez Ravine not only provides an alternative version of history but demands that its audiences reconsider the nature and function of history in
general as it relates to notions of politics, social stratification, and ethnicity. n36

Indeed, Lucas reminds us that mainstream historical accounts tend to minimize or even omit discussions about Mexican
and Chicana/o communities struggling against injustice. Culture Clash does not claim to tell the definitive story of
Chavez Ravine, nor does a theatrical format allow them to present an exhaustive history. Still, Culture Clash interprets
historical materials just as an academic historian might sift through the archives and oral accounts to offer her or his
own interpretation. For example, they quote verbatim from in-depth interviews with [*120] historical figures such as
the former Los Angeles Housing Authority Site Commissioner Frank Wilkinson and with former Chavez Ravine residents. Culture Clash fictionalizes their account for dramatic purposes and infuses the play with slapstick comedy, satire,
music, and dance; yet Chavez Ravine remains grounded in the research. Historian Eric Avila notes, "As Culture Clash
shows through their research - which is exactly how an academic historian does research - there are multiple realities
which all need to be told and made accessible to everyone." n37 Indeed, armed with all the theatrical and comedic tools
acquired in 19 years of performing together, and a wealth of skills gleaned from teatro n38 influences along the way,
Chavez Ravine chronicles a decade of Los Angeles history and illuminates the lives of uprooted Mexican Americans
who courageously fought to save their community.
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I use Solorzano's n39 five tenets of CRT to analyze Culture Clash's Chavez Ravine. However, I argue for the purposes of analyzing theater, his first tenet should be separated into two distinct tenets. My work distinguishes between
centering race/racism and emphasizing the intersectionality of racialized subordination. I therefore assert that a critical
race theater:
1. Centralizes issues of race and racism;
2. Emphasizes the intersectionality of race and racism with other forms of subordination, such as gender, class, language, immigration status, and sexuality;
3. Challenges dominant ideology by performing counterstories that critique mainstream versions of history;
4. Utilizes satire to facilitate audience's critical social consciousness;
5. Focuses on experiential knowledge by creating composite characters, based on oral interviews and historical
documents;
6. Draws on interdisciplinary methods to perform history.
[*121] As this essay will show, Chavez Ravine weaves together historical materials, ethnographic interviews,
slapstick comedy, poetry, music, and political satire, exemplifying a continuity of Chicana/o teatro traditions and a determination to carry the rasquachi aesthetic n40 into the new century.
III. Remembering Chavez Ravine

Why don't they play ball in [Mayor] Poulson's backyard - not ours!
(Avrana Arechiga, former Chavez Ravine resident, 1959) n41
When I die, bury me face down so the world can kiss my ass.
(Statement from a sign in the home of Lola Fernandez, a former Chavez Ravine resident) n42

Chavez Ravine captures the defiance expressed in the above epigraphs. To connect with the audience immediately,
Culture Clash begins the play on opening day of the 1981 baseball season when Fernando Valenzuela pitched his first
game and shut-out the Houston Astros. The spirits of two former Chavez Ravine residents, Maria Salgado Ruiz (Eileen
Galindo) and Henry "Hank" Ruiz (Salinas), speak to Fernando (Siguenza) while he is on the pitcher's mound. Seen only
by Fernando, Maria and Henry begin to tell their story, letting this rookie know that he is pitching on "sacred land." n43
[*122] Similar to Luis Valdez's Zoot Suit, which premiered at the Mark Taper Forum in 1978, Culture Clash
brings satire, original music, and a rasquachi aesthetic to this two-act, chronological narrative drama. Like the Pachuco
character in Zoot Suit, a Chicano poet named Manazar (Siguenza) serves as the narrator in Chavez Ravine, speaking
directly to the audience and offering insight into the thoughts of the other characters. Manazar represents the late poet
Manazar Gamboa, who was from the Chavez Ravine neighborhood of Bishop. He invites the audience to visualize his
former community:

Manazar:

I have to take you back to the beginning, the genesis of this
place. Hey, it's my job as your dead poet/slash/ghost
presence/slash/narrator device que la chingada . .
. but first I have to read you the rules gente . .
. Rule number one, ok: the other actors will pretend not to
hear or see me. Rule number two, only you, the audience can
hear or see me, so feel free to buy me a drink after the show
. . . . n44
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Manazar introduces some of the early history of Chavez Ravine, when families emigrated from Mexico in the early
1900s and built their homes in the hills adjacent to downtown Los Angeles. Around 1840, this area was granted by the
Los Angeles ayuntamiento to Julian Chavez, who moved from New Mexico in the 1830s and settled in the ravine. n45
Manazar informs the audience that he will "bring out professional actors" to "dramatize these historical events" and
drawing on the rasquachi aesthetic of El Teatro Campesino (ETC), three actors walk on stage with cardboard signs
across their chests displaying their character name "Child," "Campesino," and "Old Man." Manazar announces, "Orale,
please welcome the Eminent Domain Players!" n46 Indeed, these three actors represent the communities eventually displaced under the city's eminent domain policy.
The Culture Clash trio, Eileen Galindo, n47 and three musicians (John Avila, Randy Rodarte, and Scott Rodarte) portray over 50 different characters to recount the layers of Chavez Ravine's history. The former community comes back to
life through the composite characters and a set that includes large reprints of photos of 1950s neighborhoods. Together,
this ensemble weaves [*123] music and comedy into a dramatic counterstory of overt racism, Cold War politics
(McCarthyism), and Chicana/o community resistance.
Through the composite characters of Maria Ruiz, her mother, and her brother Henry Ruiz, Chavez Ravine uncovers
a complex and not often-told piece of Los Angeles history. The Ruiz family characters collectively personify twelve
actual families who refused to sell their homes and were forcefully evicted from Chavez Ravine on May 8, 1959. In
particular, the Ruiz family closely resembles the resistance displayed by the Arechiga family. In real-life, the eviction of
seventy-two year old Manuel Arechiga and his sixty-two year old wife, Avrana Arechiga garnered mass media attention. It took four sheriffs to physically remove the Arechiga's daughter, Aurora Vargas, from the family home, with two
holding her by the arms and two by the ankles. Eleven other families were also forcefully evicted and had their homes
bulldozed, but the Arechiga family's experience, captured on live television and documented in newspapers and still
photos, captivated the nation and inspired Culture Clash's Ruiz family characters.
Similar to their real-life counterparts, the fictionalized characters of Henry or "Hank" (played by Salinas) is a
WWII veteran, who recently returned from military service and struggles to raise a young family. The Ruiz family lost
their older brother Arturo in WWII. Maria (Galindo) is a Mexican American whose love for her community fuels her
activism to protect the neighborhoods of Chavez Ravine. Mrs. Ruiz (Montoya) is a Mexican American grandmother
who adamantly fights to protect her home and community.
Because the audience watches the opening scene with Fernando Valenzuela pitching, it becomes clear that the entire play takes place within what is now Dodger Stadium. To emphasize this point, Culture Clash asks the audience to
participate in a seventh inning stretch as Stadium 'vendors' walk through the aisles, singing "Take Me Out To The Ballgame" while throwing bags of popcorn out to the theater audience.
Culture Clash's depiction of 1950s Los Angeles initially features Chavez Ravine residents reminiscing about the
economically impoverished, yet culturally wealthy, community cultivated in these three neighborhoods of Bishop, Palo
Verde, and La Loma. They then introduce the well-intentioned Los Angeles Housing Authority Site Commissioner,
Frank Wilkinson (Montoya), who developed plans to create a public housing project in Chavez Ravine. In conjunction
with the Federal Housing Act of 1949, Wilkinson labels Chavez Ravine a "blighted community" [*124] and uses the
city's "eminent domain" power to convert the private land into city property for the "greater public good." n48 Ostensibly,
residents would sell their homes to the city at a "fair market price," and Wilkinson would oversee their temporary accommodations during the construction of the public housing project. Then, the residents would be offered the first opportunity to move back to Chavez Ravine upon the completion of Elysian Park Heights. However, the Chavez Ravine
residents express apprehension and distrust of Wilkinson and architect Richard Neutra's (Siguenza) housing project
plans:

Neutra:

The
Rodartes:

Ladies and gentlemen, I have designed a new modern village
with plenty of light, air, and space. Interior streets will
end in cul-de-sacs that are very safe for children to play.
The two story units will face wonderful gardens and finger
parks.
What the hell are finger parks?
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Resident:

What the hell are culo-sacs? n49

Again, through the Ruiz family experience, Culture Clash personifies the beginning of the permanent disruption of the
community bonds nurtured in Chavez Ravine. For example, when Henry Ruiz announces to his mother and Maria that
he will sell his house to the city, Mrs. Ruiz exclaims:

Mother:

Hank, do what you have to do, you have your own
familia now. Your sister and I are staying put. But
do me a favor, si vendes tu casa, if you dare sell
that little house that your father built with his hands and
sweat and blood, don't look back mijo, because you
will never ever set foot in this house again, me
entiendes? n50

Culture Clash also illuminates the resilience and resistance of Mexican American communities through Maria's character. Maria organizes a homeowners' coalition to challenge Wilkinson's plans for Chavez Ravine. She does not trust that
the city will follow through on its promises to the residents. Maria represents the real-life activism of Mexican American women, who contribute to the legacy of organizing against injustice. n51
[*125] While the community mobilizes against the city's plans, other politicians and entrepreneurs in Los Angeles
work to undercut Wilkinson's housing project altogether. Instead of offering safe and affordable housing for low-income
communities, these power brokers seek to profit from the Chavez Ravine land. Culture Clash portrays these men
through the characters of Mover (Salinas) and Shaker (Montoya).

Mover:
Shaker:
Mover:
Shaker:
Mover:
Shaker:
Mover:
Shaker:

I got 40 acres up at the Ravine and I ain't selling at their
price see.
I got three lots up Bunker Hill with the DWP. That's still
the big game in town.
Not this subsidized housing for the poor! Cry me a river!
It's un-American.
That land should be used for private real estate interests.
Preserve the free enterprise system for all Americans. And I
mean all Americans! Except the japs, the chinks, the hebes,
the spics, the fags, and the niggers. I leave anybody out?
The micks, the guineas and the krauts.
Them too. We need to stop the Housing Authority before they
break ground see. n52

As these two characters reveal the racist sentiment behind their plans to profit from Chavez Ravine, another schemer,
named the Watchman (Siguenza) joins them. The Watchman represents the Los Angeles Times, who wages a publicity
war against the L.A. Housing Authority by playing up public fears of communism in a post-WWII "red scare" climate.
The Watchman claims Wilkinson is a communist infiltrator and brands the subsidized public housing as a socialist conspiracy. To further doom the housing project, the Watchman engages in backroom politics with "a committee of twentyfive of the most powerful men in Los Angeles" n53 and ensures that the men find a new city mayor who will carry out
their whims.
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Watchman:
Shaker:
Watchman:
Mover:
Watchman:

You think the voters will want to re-elect a commie
sympathizer? Besides, I got the perfect stooge and my money
says he'll be the next mayor.
Meanwhile we let the City Housing Authority continue to do
our dirty work.
Bingo.
Getting rid of the Mexicans?
Bingo again. So what d'ya say? n54

The plot begins to unfold as Wilkinson refuses to answer questions about his political affiliations at a hearing for the
House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC). He is subsequently fired by the L.A. Housing Authority and
blacklisted from finding work. With an anti-housing project and anti-socialism platform, Norris Poulson (played by
Salinas) runs for Los Angeles City Mayor and the Watchman's manipulative tactics put him in office in 1953. As the
new Mayor, Poulson works to stomp out "creepy socialism" n55 and cancels the Elysian Park Heights housing project.
Poulson then begins a concerted effort to guarantee the men who put him in office profit from this newly acquired city
property. He sets off to convince baseball team owner Walter O'Malley to relocate the Brooklyn Dodgers to Los Angeles. n56
Culture Clash infuses a rasquachi aesthetic into their performance to further demonstrate the resourcefulness and
creativity of marginalized communities. For instance, Culture Clash displays their own imaginative resourcefulness in a
scene where County Supervisor Kenneth Hahn (Salinas), O'Malley (Montoya), and a Department of Water and Power
helicopter pilot (Galindo) survey Chavez Ravine as the potential site of Dodger Stadium. Manazar stands behind the
three sitting characters and swings a long object over his head to simulate a propeller. The actors sway back and forth,
side-to-side in unison, successfully [*127] and humorously projecting the illusion of flying in a helicopter, hundreds of
feet up in the air.
In a later scene, Culture Clash combines a rasquachi aesthetic with slapstick comedy as Mayor Poulson travels to
Vero Beach Florida to persuade O'Malley to bring the Dodgers to Los Angeles. The O'Malley and Poulson characters
mime Manazar's descriptions of this meeting:

Manazar:

O'Malley:
Manazar:

Nobody really knows what happened that day, so I'll sort of
summarize, freely mixing fact with fiction. The negotiations
were like a sparing match (the negotiators shadow-box)
Like a game of ro-sham-po (they play ro-sham-po and audience
hears them say "rock, paper, scissors")
Chest thumping (they thump their chests).
And tap dancing (they tap dance). With fancy moves y todo 'a
la River dance, ahoohoo! Some say Mayor Poulson gave O'Malley
the shirt off his back (he offers shirt to O'Malley).
No. (Poulson offers his underwear).
And his chonies ("underwear"). n57
At the end of the day, it looked like LA was gonna get
those Brooklyn Bums after all. The city was gonna spend a
pile of dough to clear and level the land. And O'Malley would
build himself a dream stadium. n58
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Through Chavez Ravine, Culture Clash recounts a story ignored by many mainstream accounts of Los Angeles history.
Indeed, by telling the history of Chavez Ravine to the character of Fernando Valenzuela as he begins his career with the
Dodgers, Culture Clash emphasizes the importance of retelling community histories and carrying on the oral tradition.
Though their characterization did not fully capture Fernando's magnetic charisma and talents that led to the first mania
in baseball - "Fernandomania" - Culture Clash's Fernando character represents the resilience of Mexican communities in
the United States. n59 An immigrant from Sonora, Mexico himself, Fernando and his left-handed screwball brought thousands of Mexican and Chicana/o [*128] fans to Dodger Stadium in never before seen numbers. While Culture Clash
portrays the opening game of the 1981 season, Fernando went on that year to win both Rookie of the Year and the Cy
Young Award. This Mexican immigrant is the first pitcher to win these two awards in the same season. The link to
Fernando, albeit brief and incomplete, speaks to the continuity of a Mexican presence, and a spirit of resilience in
Chavez Ravine - Dodger Stadium.
A. CRT in Chavez Ravine
Chavez Ravine reflects each of the six CRT tenets as it exhibits a type of counterstory rarely performed on mainstream
theater stages such as the Mark Taper Forum. The play presents a history of Los Angeles in the 1950s with (1) a central
focus on race and racism as experienced by Mexican Americans and (2) the intersection of race and class, empathizing
with the perspectives of the displaced residents and the Ruiz family, Maria and her mother in particular. Culture Clash
addresses the marginalization of Mexican American community histories and their organizing efforts. Manazar also
emphasizes the notion that working class People of Color are often rendered invisible by those in power as in a scene
where a cub reporter convinces Mayor Poulson to go to Vero Beach spring training. He says:

Manazar:

Now watch me make myself invisible (Manazar spins and picks
up a broom). Orale. n60

Because Manazar is the narrator, the other characters already pretend not to "see" him. However, this line reiterates to
the audience that usually, working class people are seemingly invisible in a place like the mayor's office.
The (3) commitment to social justice remains a focal point of the play. Indeed, Culture Clash shows that eight years
after building a coalition to protest the city's public housing project plans, Maria continues organizing on behalf of the
former Chavez Ravine communities. Culture Clash also (4) listens to the experiential knowledge of those Mexican
families who expressed frustration and weariness from the prolonged struggle and shifting city politics, but who kept
fighting for their community. As they examine the structures and discourses of racism and inequality throughout the
play, Culture Clash further (5) challenges dominant ideology by showing the complex race and class tensions underlying the passage of the 1958 city referendum Proposition B-which authorized the construction of Dodger [*129] Stadium. Los Angeles power brokers marketed the referendum to city residents using Hollywood celebrity endorsements,
such as actor Ronald Reagan on a telethon that sought to garner "yes" votes for Proposition B as a vote "for baseball."
Maria challenges the power of celebrities and money by organizing Chavez Ravine residents to vote against the proposition and encourages by showing them that they are not alone in their struggle. She cites multiple Los Angeles residents
who openly support their cause and oppose the referendum, including Eli Kovner of the Eastside Sun newspaper-a
highly regarded Rabbi in Boyle Heights, and the first Mexican Los Angeles City Councilman-Edward Roybal. n61 In
spite of strong financial backing and Hollywood celebrity support, Proposition B passed by only a narrow margin.
Chavez Ravine (6) uses interdisciplinary methods to present a critical race theater that challenges racism and
documents a community's struggle for social justice. Culture Clash uses judicial records, oral histories, memoirs, academic scholarship, newspapers, poetry, music, slapstick comedy, and satire to tell a racialized, classed counterstory
through gendered, bilingual voices. The scene recounting the events of May 8, 1959 evidences this interdisciplinary
approach to performing history. Manazar narrates the televised eviction, when L.A. County Sheriffs removed the twelve
remaining families in Chavez Ravine. The scene follows with sheriffs physically carrying Maria and her mother out of
their home in handcuffs. Maria shouts, "Si, se puede!" as the rest of the ensemble hold up enlarged archival photos of
the actual Chavez Ravine residents, the former neighborhoods, and the forced eviction. The strong voice of Maria's
mother (Mrs. Ruiz) rises over the commotion and quiets the crowd. She declares,
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Mother:

We are not the Mulhollands. (We hear the pump action of a
shotgun)
We are not the Lankershims or the Van
Nuys, (We hear the pump action of a
shotgun)
But you'll remember this name, Arechiga (We hear the pump
action of a shotgun)
Cabral, Casos y Lopez, (We hear the pump action of a shotgun)
Perez (We hear the pump action)
Ramirez (We hear the pump action)
You took our sons to fight your war, And now you take our
homes. (We hear the pump action of a shotgun)
Our land, (We hear the pump action of a shotgun) n62
Mi casa no es tu casa. Sabes que? Why
don't you tell the pinche sheriff to build a
stadium in his own goddamn backyard. (We hear bulldozer/siren
and city sounds). n63

This defiant speech resonates with the community organizer's slogan "Remember Chavez Ravine!" n64 Through the portrayal of Mrs. Ruiz, Culture Clash affirms the importance of telling the counterstory of Bishop, La Loma, and Palo
Verde. While the lives and struggles of Mexican immigrants, Mexican Americans, and working class Families of Color
may be considered marginal in most mainstream historical accounts, Culture Clash honors these communities. By telling this counterstory in a mainstream theater venue, Culture Clash publicly reclaims the historical significance of these
families standing up against injustice.
Indeed, through Chavez Ravine, Culture Clash demonstrates the ongoing need to nurture community memory and
collective history. This example of critical race theater portrays the complexity and humanity of Los Angeles history as
it both depicts and adds to the legacy of Chicana/o community resistance. Though their neighborhoods were eventually
bulldozed, n65 Manazar reminds the audience:

Manazar:

Memory cannot be flattened. Memory is history singing in tune
with the stars, and no sheriff's baton can reach that
high. n66

Legal Topics:
For related research and practice materials, see the following legal topics:
GovernmentsLocal GovernmentsEmployees & OfficialsTrademark LawLikelihood of ConfusionNoncompeting ProductsParodies & Satires
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n1. This article reflects portions of my research presentation at the LatCrit X Conference in San Juan, Puerto Rico, October 6-10, 2005. The
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